EUROPEAN SLOT.IT ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
2012
Preamble
Slot.it, slot car model manufacturer is organizing the 2012 edition of the

EUROPEAN SLOT.IT ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
based on 24 hours endurance races. Races will be run with Slot.it Group C 1/32 slot cars
according to the following Rules

Teams
Eligible Teams may be composed of at least 4 and at most 7 drivers, regardless of nationality. An 8th
extra member acting uniquely as a Mechanic is allowed. The team nationality will be defined by the
majority of the nationalities of the racers.
Each Team must submit the Championship entry within April 30th 2011
Each race must be raced by at least 4 and at most 6 drivers. Each driver can be a member of one
Team only. Eligible Teams regularly registered within April 30th 2012 will have priority in the entry to
the races of the Championship

Winner of the Championship
The title of “Slot.it European Endurance Champion 2012” is bestowed upon the Team which scores
most points in the overall classification.
Scoring will be:
1st =25 points
2nd = 20
3rd = 17
4th = 15
5th = 14 and so on until the 18th team that will score 1 point.
Points for the Championship will only be given to the inscribed teams, based on a separated ranking,
comprising the inscribed teams only.
Deuce. in case of deuce between teams and relevant to Championship final ranking only, teams will
be ranked meeting one of the following criteria, according to their order of listing.
1 - The best overall result.
2 - The smaller sum of the lap delay from the winner of each race, in percentage points

Races
The racing calendar is as follows:
Race 1, Igualada, Spain, 4-6 May 2012
Race 2, Germignaga , Italy, 22-24 June 2012
Race 3, Bruxelles, Belgium, 17-18 November 2012

Car Specifications
The Technical Rules issued by Slot it at the latest revision available before each race shall apply to
define the eligible Cars and their technical characteristics.

Rules for Inscriptions
In order to take part to the 2012 EU Championship, a formal inscription must be made. This
is to ensure that the organizers know from the start what teams are committed to the
championship. No late entries will be accepted. A one-off small fee of 50 EU per team must
be paid. The amount, which is independent from the racing fee due for each race, which
must be paid as usual to the organizers of each race, covers the inscription to the European
championship and gives right to the special limited edition commemorative cars, and the
championship DVDs.
In principle, it would have been better to receive all donations, and forward them to the
charity of our choice. However, due to legal issues, this is not possible. The inscription fees
then should go directly to a non profit organization, supporting a specific person in need,
which we are determined to help as much as possible.
Points for the Championship will only be given to the inscribed teams, based on a separated
ranking, comprising the inscribed teams only.
The process comprises three steps:
1. fill and complete the inscription form, which can be downloaded from our site and is
attached to this email. Please write all details, as it is very important for us to have
reliable contacts.
2. make your donation to 'Terzo Tempo con Lorenzo' and feel free to give more than the
50EU minimum :)
1. by bank transfer from Italy: IBAN ΙΤ10Α0538765310000001948752
2. by bank transfer from abroad: SWIFT bpmoit22xxx
3. by Paypal: Mirko Loreni: toroitalo@gmail.com
3. send form and proof of payment to: CE24h@slot.it
All inscriptions must be completed and paid before April 30th, 2012.

Terzo Tempo, a non profit organization helping Lorenzo Fallini
Lorenzo Fallini is 37 years old friend, father of Emma (3 yrs) and Pietro, (6), married to Daria.
His life long passions are rugby, and slot cars. He is an accomplished slot racing champion,
having won the Italian Championship twice as well as the 24 hrs of Germignaga. A quiet,
honest and gentle friend and devoted husband and father.
In March 2010 he suffered a spinal cord injury during a rugby game, which left him
tetraplegic, dependent from external mechanical ventilation. He is very determined, and
cared for by his family.
'Terzo Tempo' is a non profit organization whose purpose is to support and help, morally and
economically, Lorenzo Fallini and his family, through personal, voluntary, and free activity ot
its members.
Mirko Loreni, Vanessa Aimi, James Kinahan, Alessandra Mazza, Antonio Lupi, Elena Fratta
are the steering committee. Since 2011, Lorenzo is able to compete again with slot cars,
through a special mouth-actuated controller, despite his conditions. Alex Zanardi defined
Lorenzo 'a giant'.
“Nothing is forbidden to those who think big”
Georges Coste, former rugby trainer of the Italian National Team

http:www.t3rzot3mpo.com

Slot.it European Championship 2011 - Inscription Form
Team Name:
Nationality:
Team Leader:
Address:
City:
ZIP:
Country:
email:
Telephone number:
Drivers' names (if known):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

